Transcriptome-wide measurement of mRNA polyadenylation state.
The 3' poly(A) tail has important roles throughout the eukaryotic mRNA life cycle. A characteristic aspect of poly(A) tail function is furthermore that it can be modulated by changes in its length. This is in turn a well-recognised cellular means to regulate both, mRNA translation and stability, and a positive correlation has often been found between the efficiency of mRNA translation and the length of its poly(A) tail. Here we describe methodology to measure mRNA polyadenylation state in a transcriptome-wide manner, using separation of cellular mRNA populations on poly(U) sepharose in combination with microarray analysis of the resulting fractions. We further detail methods for bulk and mRNA-specific poly(A) tail length measurements to monitor the efficiency of initial mRNA separation and to verify candidates selected from the microarray data. Although detailed here for the study of yeast mRNAs, these methods are adaptable to the investigation of any cellular context in which poly(A) tail length control is known or suspected to operate.